ABSTRACT
Due to changes in the demographic situation of most Western European countries, interest in ICT supported care services grows fast. eCare services are believed to be cost-effective and could lead to an increased quality of life of both care receiver and (in)formal care giver. Currently adoption and integration of these services is slowed down by several barriers such as an unclear added value, a lack of regulations or a sustainable financial model. In order to understand the interactions between political, market related and technological forces, as sources of these barriers, collaboration between all actors involved in eCare service development (user and technological research groups, care organizations, technological partners, techno-economic research groups, etc.) is needed. In this paper various tools and methodologies, applied in the iMinds OCareClouds project, are discussed that foster collaboration and allow identification and understanding of the different forces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Changes in healthcare policies can be noticed in EU-member states in order to deal with the demographic challenges. Also, general interest in ICT supported care applications (eCare services) like remote fall detection applications [2], social contact enhancing applications, etc. grows exponentially [7]. Although their impact has not always been proven yet, many researchers and care givers see these applications as tools to improve the quality of care while reducing the cost of care.

OCareClouds (OCCS) is a cloud based smart home care platform (SCP) [4], allowing integration, monitoring and data exchange between a set of home care service applications (e.g. life style monitoring, (in)formal data sharing application) that run on the central OCCS platform.

The goal of these eCare services is to improve the quality of life for the patient while reducing the current cost for long-term home care. The OCCS platform allows exchanging information between the care receiver and his or her (in)formal caregivers, or between the caregivers reciprocally. Furthermore, the integration of various sensors in the homes of care receivers that monitor some specific variables of their habits (room temperature, movement of the person, bed detection, etc.) [3] allows longitudinal analyses that can provide meaningful insights in evolution of the condition of the care receivers.

Like most other eCare and eHealth services, the introduction of these OCCS services faces various barriers for a smooth integration and adoption [1]. Following barriers are identified: 1) an unclear financing model, 2) lack of policies and regulations, 3) lacking support of care givers, 4) evidence of impact is unclear, 5) lack of standardization for data exchanging [11] , 6) unclear return on investment for care providers or organisations, 7) added value for care receivers is not always clear and 8) there is no cultural acceptance and support.

Addressing those barriers in advance to the extent possible is of utmost importance to guarantee a durable and viable business case. In this work methodologies, used in the iMinds OCareClouds project, are presented that result in the formulation of eCare services that are supported by users, service developers and accordant to national policies.

2. SHAPING THE INTEGRATION PATH
In general every service available on the market is a result of interactions of two or three forces. The three main forces are entitled as 1) the market force, 2) the technological force and 3) the political force [5]. Each service is driven by one of these forces but impacts one or two other forces. It is important to identify and understand the impact on each of these forces in order to be able to formulate a solid business case.

2.1 Market forces
As the name suggests, market forces result from the total population or specific subset of it which have a clear need or formulate a demand for a particular service of which the perceived added value could improve the business as usual. Both qualitative (social) and or quantitative (economic) reasons can be the basic of this need or demand.

Most Western European countries face similar demographic changes. An aging population is the proof of progress in medical care and improved societal security systems but results at the same time in some social challenges such as an increased pressure on the complete care system because of the higher need for care.

Topics like the need for quality of life (QoL) improvement and active aging at home are now trending because of these approaching challenges. With this, also the interest and demand for ICT supported care services grows since they are believed to be cost effective measures to (partially) tackle the challenges resulting of the growing number of elderly people [6]. This can be seen as the demand for eCare services driven by the market forces.

2.2 Technological forces
It is true that recognizing the needs of the market or detecting added values for it does not always occur by asking users for it. In
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most cases potential users lack the capability to imagine the real impact of changing the business as usual. Therefore forcing the market and creating a need is an often used strategy of the industry (technology push).

But although there exists success stories of products and services (e.g. SMS) where no one was really waiting for initially, pure technology push does not guarantee business success. This is certainly the case when it comes to eCare services which typically require user interaction and acceptance.

2.3 Political forces
Both technological and market forces can be impacted by political forces. Policies can stimulate or slow down the adoption and integration of new services.

Of particular interest for eCare services are legalizations and policies (or the lack of them) on privacy, ownership of health related data, data interchangeability and reimbursement.

Often political forces are seen as innovation killers but there exist also plenty of examples where they are the driving forces for integration. Examples are for instance the reduction of the number of hospital beds and inpatient care facilities, the requirement for digital drug prescriptions, reimbursement for new health technologies, financial incentives for care facilities who meet specific quality standards, etc.

2.4 User research and techno-economics as keys to understand force interactions
Plenty of research is available that examines the role of supply-demand, technology push versus demand pull or the impact of market, technological and political forces [8]. There is no need to address this topic again. This work wants to focus how to deal with these forces in a methodological way in order to formulate viable business cases for eCare services.

Key aspects in linking the different forces are techno-economic modeling and user research. In the OCareClouds project, the techno-economic focus is on identifying different market strategies based on the cost benefits when integrating eCare services (services of interest are sharing (in)formal care data, automatic rescheduling of caregivers when there is a change in the care schedule and automated billing processes [10]).

User research on the other hand investigates the attitude towards eCare service integration of the care receivers (elderly people in need of care and living at home) and their care givers (both formal and informal caregivers). Through an iterative co-creation process, user researchers could identify interesting and less interesting services for the users, based on their formulated needs or perceived value of eCare services. Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of the different market forces and their interactions.

As said in 3.1, the market forces can be subdivided in both social and economic forces. Users not only must like the service or experience it as value adding, also a willingness to pay from the end user is needed. Often these aspects go hand in hand. But this is not always the case for care related services or products. Because of the well developed and deployed social care and care insurance systems in Western Europe people tend to correlate care with being paid by the government or low private contributions. Also many elderly people do not enjoy a wealthy pension and need the money for medication or medical care. These financial aspects results in additional challenges for formulating potential market strategies.

3. USED APPROACHES
In the beginning of the OCCS project, the ontology research engineers and industrial partners within the consortium (technological forces) had a strong vision on what they wanted to develop (Life style monitoring (e.g. movement, room temperature, hours TV per day, etc.) and a shared care data record) even before there was a good understanding of the market.

From interviews with users, user researchers concluded that the added value for elderly and (in)formal caregivers for this type of service is not clear at all. Also care organizations formulated clear adverse statements on the added value for them and their employees.

Later on, from interviews with care organizations and care service providers, potential value streams for them were identified and mapped upon the technological proposals and vice a versa.

Through a continuous interaction of the several forces whether or not guided by the different forces themselves or the user and techno-economic research groups, agreement on the eCare services of interest for both demand pull and technology push sides was obtained. Several tools and methodologies are used to nurture these interactions. Most important ones are: the Tech cards mapping tool, process decomposition, Interdisciplinary co-creation workshops, innovation binder meetings and integration meetings.

3.1 Tools for interdisciplinary collaboration
3.1.1 Tech-cards mapping
In a technological project in which various technical partners are involved together with non-technical people such as economists and user groups (e.g. care organisations) clear communication on the technology developed is required in order to be able to understand the value network and points of impact with current existing systems such as the back office systems of care organizations.

Tech card mapping is a methodology used to communicate over the different technological components and there various interactions. A tech card is a one pager that summarizes the functionalities of the technical component, the development status and ownership of it and the interactions it has with preceding and following components. The figure below is an example of a tech card used in the OCCS project.

Chaining or mapping the different tech cards provide insights in the complete technological status of the project and allows non-technical people to understand the flow of the processed data and resulting actions.
3.1.2 Interdisciplinary co-creation workshops
Bringing all the involved project partners together to participate and contribute in a prepared workshop on a certain topic is of great importance to broaden up the perspective of the models and to gain insights in real life situations.

A workshop is not a brainstorm session but a test of the assumptions against real life situations and leads to adaptations of the models accordant to the user feedback.

Within the OCareClouds project there several workshops were organized. A first workshop was on detecting the added value and potential barriers for users. A second workshop was on completing the value network needed for offering eCare services. Integrating new eCare services requires new roles and responsibilities of actors not directly involved in care provisioning (e.g. the platform provisioning and maintenance, hardware installation and service education, etc.). These new roles need to be assigned to particular actors. In order to gain knowledge in those new value network configurations, actors pointed out which role they see fulfilled by which actor.

A final planned workshop will focus on different market entry strategies. Several market strategies are identified but each strategy implies different investments and resources gains for different actors. In order to be able to check the business potential of each strategy they need to be checked by various care experts and instances.

Throughout the project different workshops on technologies were organized as well. Examples are for instance a decision tree workshop [9]. The OCSS platform takes decisions based on monitoring input (e.g. room temperature, movement, etc.) or user input (e.g. care schedules, (in)formal care data, etc.). A platform decision must lead to appropriate care actions such as informing a particular (in)formal care giver. In order to model the various decisions and conditions, input is needed from both direct users such as elderly people and their informal care givers and the care organisations.

3.1.3 Innovation binder meetings
In the OCSS project, the two weekly consortium meetings are named innovation binder meetings. These meetings are initiated from the user research groups involved in the project. Their goal is to check whether the technological progresses are still in line with the overall targets of the integration of eCare services.

Essential tools are the future user scenarios. These are short fictive care scenarios based on real case in which the integration of eCare services is included. These scenarios are further subdivided in numerous scenes such as: the care giver logs in on the OCSS platform.

Reflections on these scenes identified practical challenges and conformity checks with the technological implementations. In short, these meetings translate the practical usage of the services to technological implementations (e.g. the employee of a care organizations logs in on the OCSS platform, therefore that person takes his or her NFC-enabled smart phone and swipes it at the table in which an NFC reader is integrated).

3.1.4 Integration meetings
The previously described tech-cards mapping method leads to a theoretical chain of interacting soft- and hardware components. In order to bring these interactions into practice, conventions have to be agreed upon. Not only data format is an example but also the way these interactions are put into practice (e.g. REST calls, etc.) Since various partners ranging from sensor integrators to care service developers integration meetings are the basis for a streamlined data exchange process.

Direct input from non-technical partners is not required in this step since it focuses on pure technological integration.

3.1.5 Process decomposition
A technological overlay on existing care processes leads to changes in resources used. Integrating eCare services requires investments and potentially leads to increased efficiency (e.g. reduced costs, higher throughput, etc.) or qualitative improvements such as higher quality of life for the care receiver.

To get a complete understanding of all impacted care process building blocks (all steps required to deliver care at home e.g. transport to the care receiver, delivering care, care scheduling, communication with other (in)formal care givers, billing, etc.) decomposing current care processes (AS IS process) and composing the care process with the new technological impacts (TO BE process) is required. This basically comes down to performing a business as usual assessment and comparing it with a modeled futuristic process.

This two step approach allows detecting changes in the current care processes and resources used which is the basic for the economic model. Input from stakeholders involved is needed for the TO BE process compositions in order to achieve streamlined processes that are realistic and in accordance with the capabilities of the user organizations (a TO BE process can make sense from a technological perspective but can be impossible to implement by the care organisations). Figure 3 is an example of a TO BE process formulation and indicates which care process building blocks are impacted by the integration of technology and its impact in resources used. Starting from the scenes in the user scenario (first line), a care process decomposition was performed. Potential impacted care service building blocks were identified and a description of the total impact was provided. In the last line, technological components to realise this TO BE scenario were linked with the care process building blocks.

Figure 2: Example of a tech card of the RFID hardware component

The RFID sensor (left) is a reader which allows the user to install and service the hardware. The RFID reader is needed to install the NFC hardware. The NFC hardware consists of an NFC reader and a NFC chip which is used for the authentication of the user. The RFID reader can be used for tracking the user in real life situations.
3.2 Pros and cons of used methodologies

Not all methodologies are applicable in all phases of the project. For instance integration meetings should be held at the beginning of the project to determine the standards and at the end, to practically integrate the developed solutions. Co-creation workshops should be performed throughout the complete project to validate the models, assumptions and approaches.

Most of the above described tools enhance cooperation and active engagement of all partners involved in the OCCS project; technological partners, user- and research groups. But some methodologies tend not to be that relevant or well understood by some involved partners. In what follows a summarization of the pros and cons of the different methodologies is presented. They were detected throughout the complete project.

Tech-cards mapping (Technical perspective):
+ Tech-cards mapping allows visualizing the technological process steps and their mutual impacts
+ if done at an early stage of the project, potential overlapping interests or lack of technological knowledge can be detected
- It is sometimes too difficult for non-technical people to understand the various technical components
- Tech card mapping seems to be the most valuable for technical people only

Interdisciplinary co-creation workshops (Social & Techno-economic perspective):
+ Opens new perspectives and allows validation of the developed models, services, artefacts, etc. test the created models
+ Allows direct feedback from the involved partners
+ Active involvement of the users makes it interesting to participate
+ Can be done at every stage of the project timeline in order to update the current models
+ Participation is accessible and should not require specific upfront knowledge. Personal preparation for the topic can be needed.
- Requires much time to prepare the workshop and to inform/educate participants on the topic

- Results of a workshop can differ a lot from the expected output. This makes the outcome of a workshop not always easy to use.

Innovation binder meetings (Social perspective):
+ Consortium meetings on a regular basis keep the research focused on the agreed targets and the people involved.
- All people around the table should pay attention that the topic of the meeting is not on, or tend to shift to technological issues. Non-technical members of the consortium just lose their time when discussions are on technical details.

Integration meetings (Technical perspective):
+ Bringing together several technological partners in order to discuss on the integration of their components can lead to clear goals and targets.
+ Parallel integration of the components at the same time often leads to productive time investments and speeds up the progress of the project
- This type of meetings is only valuable for specific technological actors which need to collaborate on one or more domains.

Process decomposition (Social, Technical & Techno-economic perspective):
+ Identification of impacts on current care processes and the change in resource consumption caused by the integration of eCare services.
+ Tool allows discussion on the current way of providing care
- Every actor (social, technological or techno-economic) has to use the same definitions for all functionalities and care and service buildings blocks.

4. SUMMARY

Successful integration of eCare services is very challenging due to several barriers such as unclear added value for the users, financial barriers, technological barriers, different economic interests, etc.

Understanding the various interactions between the market, political and technological forces allows better service definitions and business case formulation. In order to capture, nurture and deal with these interactions from the three forces, collaboration...
and involvement of both technological partners (technological research groups and industrial partners) and user groups (user research groups and care organizations) is ensured through the use of the tools and methodologies that foster interdisciplinary co-creation. This work provides an overview of five different approaches and their pros and cons, used within the OCCS project.
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